One simple pricing model. Millions of enriching experiences.
This suite gives you the world’s best education software to connect students, teachers and
devices. SMART Learning Suite lessons are hands-on, collaborative learning experiences
on any device. Best of all, you get these 3 leading education software platforms for
one simple price.

The world’s leading education software

Create engaging activities in 5 minutes

Crank up collaboration in and out of the classroom

Here’s what you get:
SMART Notebook software
The world’s premiere education software, SMART Notebook®
facilitates engaging and hands-on learning experiences
while providing the flexibility to respond to the needs of
learners on the fly.
LV-8235UST

Choose the projector that best suits your needs
LV-WX300UST

SMART Lesson Activity Builder
The greatest gift we can give teachers is time. For students,
it’s more fun, engaging activities. LAB does both by letting
teachers captivate students for hours with learning activities
they create in 5 minutes.
SMART amp software
This cloud software uses Google Apps for Education to take
student-led learning to a new level. Students and teachers
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solution for boardrooms, classrooms, interactive
gaming and beyond.

Project vivid widescreen images from a short
distance with the Canon LV-WX300ST. This compact
short throw projector offers native WXGA resolution,
HDMI input and easy setup, making it a superbly
flexible performer.

Key Features:
Easy to use. Easy to adopt.
Educators can easily and quickly create dynamic, interactive,
fun and engaging content. In less than five minutes, lessons
that will wow students are ready. Plus, access to ongoing
Touch gestures
support is there every step of the way.
Toss, rotate and interact with objects while using SMART
Notebook software. Includes built-in support for multitouch
Ready for the future
operating systems such as Windows® 7, Windows® 8 and
As a leading education technology company, SMART works
Mac® OS X.
closely with educators and thought-leaders in the field to
ensure each new release addresses the needs of educators,
SMART Notebook collaborative learning software
for today and the future.
This software creates engaging interactive lessons, and
then saves notes and content from those lessons to share
with students. It provides a common platform for linking
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classroom technologies and student mobile devices.
Each user can individually complete actions, like writing in
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SMART Ink™
Improves the legibility of handwriting over applications,
All SMART interactive displays include a year-long subscription towebsites
SMART Learning
Suite.
and videos.
Ink also becomes an interactive object
Object awareness
that
can
be
moved
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Cameras automatically identify when a user switches

Software for any hardware
Student devices, interactive whiteboards, interactive
Key
features:
displays,
Chromebooks, BYOD plans…it’s all the same
to SMART Learning Suite. It’s the hub of your connected
Excellent image quality
classroom.
Projectors use DLP® BrilliantColor™ Technology from
Texas Instruments to produce high levels of brightness and
The flexibility you need to succeed
contrast.
Front of the room instruction, student-led learning, projectbased learning and flipped classroom initiatives are all
Multitouch experience
enhanced by SMART Learning Suite. Any grade level, any
Four users can simultaneously write, perform mouse
subject.
functions, erase and manipulate objects.

between their finger, fist or a pen. A user can also write with
a pen, erase with a palm and move objects with a finger,
without having to press buttons, access on-screen menus or
replace tools in the Pen Tray.
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Long-lasting lamp
Canon projectors offer excellent lamp life to reduce
classroom downtime and maintenance costs. For example
the Canon LV-WX300UST/USTi projector lamp provides up
to 8,000 hours in economy mode.

